FINDING FILMS & DVDS AT HARVARD

Rule #1: Triangulate, triangulate, triangulate! (No search is exhaustive)

Two basic approaches

Figure out what films to look for

BY READING:
- Journal articles
- Newspaper/magazine articles
- Filmographies
- Books

THAT YOU FIND IN:
- Film databases
  guides.library.harvard.edu/filmresearch
- Library catalog
  ("HOLLIS" tab in HOLLIS+)
  Subjects=
  - film OR "motion pictures"
  - [country name] OR [language]
  - periodicals

Figure out what Harvard has

HOLLIS+ search tips:
- Form/genre = French language films
- Language=Spanish
- & Material Type = Video/Film
- & kw anywhere=Spanish [or another likely keyword]
- Add additional subject terms for films on specific topics.

ONCE YOU HAVE A TITLE:

To check HOLLIS for a particular film, try your search a few different ways: title, director, etc.